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INTRODUCTION

Solar Energy, the official journal of the International Solar Energy Society (ISES), is devoted exclusively to the science and technology of solar energy applications. Solar Energy welcomes manuscripts presenting information not previously published in journals on any aspect of solar energy research, development, application, measurement or policy. The term “solar energy” in this context includes the indirect uses such as wind energy and biomass. Because of the international character of Solar Energy, articles that deal solely with the specific country solar radiation or wind database are not normally considered suitable for Solar Energy. Submitted manuscripts may take the form of reports of original studies or reviews of significant prior work in a given area. All manuscripts are subject to reviews to assure accuracy, clarity, and long-term value.

Only English language texts can be accepted. Authors may be members or non-members of ISES. Those who are ISES members should indicate their affiliation on the title page of their manuscript.

Types of Contributions

Solar Energy, the official journal of the International Solar Energy Society® (ISES), is devoted exclusively to the science and technology of solar energy applications. Solar Energy welcomes manuscripts presenting information not previously published in journals on any aspect of solar energy research, development, application, measurement or policy. Submission in the Solar Resources area should consider the editorial Solar Energy 83 (2009) 1-1 that discourages the following submissions:
- Local Solar Resource: Because of the international character of Solar Energy, articles that deal solely with the specific country solar radiation or wind database are not normally considered suitable for Solar Energy.
- Statistical models that convert sunshine duration measurements to solar radiation. Submitted manuscripts may take the form of reports of original studies or reviews of significant prior work in a given area. All manuscripts are subject to reviews to assure accuracy, clarity, and long-term value. Only English language texts can be accepted. Authors may be members or non-members of ISES®. Those who are ISES® members should indicate their affiliation on the title page of their manuscript. Most of the papers published in Solar Energy are Regular Papers that give in-depth treatment to a particular topic. As a guide, regular papers should be between 4000 and 6000 words (excluding table/figure captions and references). Solar Energy especially encourages review articles for the special issues 'Progress in Solar Energy' and they can far exceed those word limits. Authors must state the number of words in their manuscript at submission stage. However, Solar Energy also publishes Brief Notes (no more than 1500 words or about 3 journal pages). A Brief Note must be a self-contained, small contribution. Often it is a critique or a response to something previously published in Solar Energy. Other times it is a short note describing a modification or enhancement to an existing algorithm or method or results, based on known methods.
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**Copyright**
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LaTeX
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**Abstract**
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